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. ANAEROBIC DIGESTION II
.

c,

Lesson Description
_.

,

This lesson is Part II of a two-part ser1es on Anaerobic Digettion.

Part I should be viewed before Part II. This lesson discusses the.class-

ification of digester by 'function, roof design andtemper4ture range..

The lesson also discusses mixing systems,.gas system components, operr

ational control basics, and general safety.

:
Estimated Time .

'Student preview of objectives 5-10 minutes

Presentatioh of material 140-80 minutes '

, Worksheet 10-15 minutes .

Correct workiheet and discussion 10 minutes

Instructional Materials List

1. Student text "Anaeroblc'Digestion Part II"

2. Slide Set "Anaerobic Digestion Part II"

3. Slide, Projector
kk

4. Screen

5. Examples of gas safety equipment

.

Suggested Sequence of Presentation'

I. Assign Reading - emphasis on flow diagrams; glossary and objectives.

..2. Show slide tape programs, or lecture using the slides.

3. Open discussion - reveiw plant flow diagrams, safety equipment,
sampling and use of moving averages on trend charts.

4. Assign worksheets.

5. Correct morksheets.

Required Reading

iesson "Anaerobic Digestion, Part II"

Reference Reading

OperatiOns Manual Anaerobic Sludge Digestion, pages 4-25 through
4-31, 4-16 through 4-18.

1
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Objecti\Aes

Upon coriletion of this lesson the student should be able to

do the'following:

1. Recall tile three digester classifications by function.

2. State which digester performs the majority of digestion.

3. Identify digesters by rodf.design.*

4. Recall the name of the most common digestive operating range.

5. State the tempeeature range for the mesophilic tonperature ranges,

,6. State the normal digestion time for the mesophilic range.

7. Recall the maximum temperature varia4on allowed for a properly
operated anaerobic digesteldt

8. State the three types of heat exchanges.

Recall which type of heat exchanger is the easiest to maintain.

.10. Describe the,purpose of mixing:

11. Identify basic gas components.

12. Describe the function of the gas components.

13. Recall the typical volatile solid/ft.3 loading.

14. Recall a typical volatile acid/alkalinity ratio.

15. Identify the five sample points on an anaerobic digester.

a

6
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ANAEROBIA DIGESTION II

LESSON OUTLINE

I. Preview

A. Classification by function

B. Classification by roof design

C. *Effects of temperature

. D. Mixer typeS .

E. Gas system

F. Sample points

G. Testing

H. Safety '

II. Classification

A. Function

1. 'Primary

a) Receive sludge first

b) Majority of digestion

2. Secondary #

a) Follows primary

b) Sludge gas Storage

c) Multiple digesters - operational flexibility
.

B. Roof design

1. Fixed

a) Primaryie

2. Floating roof-

. a) floats on sludge

,b) level controlled by sludge draw off

c) secondary
11

d) corbels prev'ent roof from falling

3: Gas Holding

a) floats on gas

b) height controlled by gas and liquid-draw off rates

C. Temperature Classification

a) temperature.controls digestion time

7
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:b) _normal mesophilic

c) 95,98°F

d) 20-30 days .

e) pot vary more than 10F/day

III. .Boilers and Heat Exchangers

A. Boiler

1.' lovi pressure

2. uses methane

3. alternate source

B. Heat.exchanger

1. internal - coils

a) diffiCult to maintain teMperature

2. .Steam injection

a) internal

b) both heating and mixing

c) boiler water treatment

d) adds extra water

e) "maintenance

3. Direct gas

a) heats and mixes

b) danger

4. External

a) ease of maintenance

b) hot watei-

c) pre-heat sludge

d) ctrculate sludge_next to hot water coils

e) mixipg

rpgular cleaning

5. Temperature Control and tfficiency

a) rate of recirculation

b) Efficiency of boiler

c) BTU value of gas

d) rate'of flow

e) temperature of raw sludge

8
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IIIf) efficiency of heat exchanger

,

a

g) 1°F/day #
(

,

IV. Mixing System
_

A. Contact of sludge and micro-organisms

B. Mixer,

1. compressed gas
i

2. mechanical'

. 3. pumps

V. Gas System .

A. Equipment

1. heat sensiti,ve yalve'

4 2. flame arresters

3. pressure reducing valve

4. moisture - sedimentation traps

5. Orifi__, ces - manometers

6. gas meters
.....

B. Designed for safety and control

1. corrosive

2. eiplosive

VI. Operation Control

A. Major areas

1. bacteria

a) anaerobic
.

b) slow

40c) ratio 20:1

2. Food ,

a) 5-8% solids

b) no ,toxic material

c) stable pH

d) constant feed rate

3. Loading

a) F/M ratio

b) hydraulic loading

,

9
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c) Op to 0.1 lbs VS/ft
3

d) 20 days retentive time

4. Mixing A

a) artificial best

b) loading 0.4 lbs-VS/ft gives natural loading

5. Environmental conditions

a) anaerobic

b) pH 6.8-7.2

0 VA 50-300

d) alk 3,000-600 mg/1

e) VA/Alk 0.25 or below

6. Time

a) controlled by loading and

b) 95-980F, 20-30 days

VII. Sampling and Testing

A Sampiling points

1. digested sludge

2. digesting'sludge

a) thief hole

3. raw sludge

4. supernataht.

5. gas'

B. Typical test pH, %, moisture, temperature, alk, V.A.

C. pH,ahd.temperature

1. raw, digested, digesting, supernatant

D. Flow

1. all points

E. Efficiency

T.S., % moisture, VS compared between raw and digested

F. Gas

1. CO2, Flow

G. Supernatant 0(

1. BOD, S.S. and VSS

temperature

1

10
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H. Contrd1 test

1) VA/Alk ratio

2) bettee than pH

I. Plot on 30-day moving averages

VIII. Safety

A. General

1) rubber-soled shoes

2) relight burner with caution

3). Fix leaks ASAP

4) check for combustible ga-and

IX. A. Summary

'MP

16
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Narrative
a

Slide #

1. Anaerobic Digestion - This is Part II of a two-part series on the
baSic theory and operation of anaerobic digesters. The two parts
shpuld be viewed oonsecutively.

2. This program. was written by Mr. E. E. "Skeet" Arasmith. The in-
structional development was done by Priscilla Hardin. Mr. Paul
Klopping was the project manager.

3. During this lessofl,'we will deal with the classification of digesters
by function, roof design and temperature, the effects of sludge temper-
ature and ways to contrál that temperature.

(
4. We will discuss mixer t pes, the gas system components, specifically

the safety devices an the overall system operation. We will also
discuss six factors hat effect operational control, some cOmmon test
points and typi.cal tests and finallythere will be an overview of safety
cOnsiderations.

5. Digesters maybe cla-rsified by funciion as to primary, secondary or gas
holding.

,

6. Primary digesters are the units that first pecetve the sludge - it is
here that the majority of the digestion takes place.

7. Secondary digesters receive digested sludge from the primary digester.
They serve essentially as sludge and gas storage areas. The third
function'which,a digester may provide is that of gas holding. Gas
holding digesters usually would follow secondary digesters and collect
gas from both primary and secondary igesters. Having multiple
digesters pirovides an operational fl ibility, especially during start
up and digester upset.

8. Primary and secondary digesters may be furtherIclassified by roof de-
sign as to fixed or floating roof. The gas holder,is a typeJffloating
roof.

9. With the fixed roof detign, gas is stored in the upper portion of the
tank., Gas pressure in the tank is controlled by gas draoff rate and
liquid level. '

10. On the other hand, with the floating roof design, the roof floats on
the sludge. With this de'5ign, the gas must be drawn off as it is pro-
duced. There is very little.gas storage area.

11. Fixed roof digesters can be identified by the fact that the solid
,

c4ncrete roof usually is flushmith the top of the walls,

12. On the floating roof digesters the roof.may be below or above the walls,
and roof guides are visible arOund the top edge of the digester.

13. Primarydigesters are usually the fixed roof type, and secondary
digesters are usl the floating roof design.

A0-8 of 14
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14. -The floating roof allows for uns eady sludge draw off rates so that
disposal maybe periodic rather than constant. To prevent the'roof
from falling to the bottom of the digester, steel.or coivete cor-

, bels project from the wall of the digester.

15. Digesters that serve the third function, gas holding, require a
special roof design. The roof of this type of-digester floats
high above the sludge andls totally supported by the gas pressure
in the digester. Since gas pressure holds up tbe roof, its position
is controlled by rates of gas produced and gas and/or sludge draw off.

4
16. The dome shaped roof makes the gas-holdin gester easy to identify.

17. Besides classifying digesters as to,function andz,00f design, they
may be classified by the operating temperature of th&digest4ng
sludge. There are three typicaltemperature ranges: chrophilic,

. Mesophilic, And thermophilic, the most common of which is
mesophilic.-

13. The lengiti-of time required for digestion to come to completion is
a functioh of the temperature range. °Operating within the mesophilic

, range at 95798° F..will normally complete digestion in 20-30 days.

Boilers and Heat 'Exchangers

111
'19: ThiS temperature should not vary more than 10 F. per day. To maintain

this temperature, a ,boiler and heat exchanger of some type are necess-
. ary.

: 20. The boiler is usually of the low pressure type (less than A00 psi)
and fired by the methane in the digester gas. 'Using the digester,
gas to fire the boiler reduces overall energy requirements and makes
the anaerobic digestion process an energy producer rather than a con-
sumer.

21. Besides having the digester gas available, an alternatiVe energy4,
source such as natural gas is usually required for start up and as
back up at times of digester upset. During these incidents, the
quality of the gas will deteriorate to the point that proper temper-

.

ature can no longer be maintained: ,

22. Along with the boiler, there muSt be a heat exchanger. Metre are
-three basic types: internal, direct gas and external.

23. -Internal heat exchangers are usually the hot water We and consist
of a set of internal coils through which the hot water passes.

24.- Intehal heat exchangers are Officult to maintain and require
efficient mixing to prevent stratification of the sludge.

25. Another type16f internal heat exchanger is tile steam injecti n type -
with this style of heat exchange, live steam,is bubbled thro6gh the

. digesting sludge both heating and mixing:

A0-9 of .14 12/8p



26. This type of heating adds extra water to the sludge. Furthermore, it
requires special chemical treatment of the boiler make up water and
continuous maintenance,of check valves to prevent back flow of sludge

- irito the boiler.

27. Direct gas systems consist of an open flame contained in a hollow
tube.below the sludge surface. This type of heat exchanger botii
heats and mixes.

28. . This type of system offers an obvious safety problem; that is, if the
methane within the digester i ignited by the open flame, a violent
explosion will occur.

29. External heat exchangers arti much eaSier to maintain than either in-
ternal or direct flame and are, therefore, more common. So, let's
look at the process when one of the many. external heat exchangers is

-

used.

30. Hot water frdM the boiler is passed through a set of tubes within the
hcat exchanger. Parctjally digested sludge is mixed with raw sludge
by the sludge recircuTitibn pump and then circOlated through the
spaces between the hot water tubes and then to the digester.

31. The mixing of partially digested sludge with raw slOge improves heat
transfer efficiency. The recirculation pump helps with mixing.

32. To maintain the heat exchanger efficiently, the tubes must be cleaned
On a regular basis.

33. Controlling the temperature of the sludge and the overall energy
efficiency of the system is primarily dependent upon the BTU value
of the gas and the efficiency of the boiler and heat exchanger.
TO efficiency is also effected by the temperature and feed rate of
the raw sludge as well as the recirculation rate of the digested
sludge.

34. Remember, the temperature must not vary more than 10 F. per day.
Fluctuations of greater than one degt4ee per day, even though within
acceptable temperature ranges, will cause digester upset.

Mixing Systems

35. As has been mentioned before, the digestion of raw sludge cannot
take place unless the microorganisms within the digester can come in
contact with the vplatile solids within the sludge.

36. This contact is'enhanced by continual mixing of the digesting sludge.
Several methods of mixing are used. They include:

37. Compressing the gas that is produced and forcing itback through the
digesting sludge, or 6ne of several types of mechanical mixers, or
a cembination of mechanical mixers and pumps, such as the heat ex-
changer recirculation pumps.

f?.
14
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Gas -ys-tem

38. As has been mentioned previously,'one of the'Major by-products of,
the anaerobic digestion process is the production,of digester gas,
which is mostly methane.

39. Because of the explosive nature of tfie gas, special equipment is re-
quired for safe handling. This is true regardless of the major use
of the gas.

40. To prevent flash fires in tie digester, flame arresters are installed
on thw top of the digester as well as all othergas exit points.

41. Heat sensitive valves are installed at various points in tha gas
system to help prevent explosion as a result of a fire within the
gas system:

42. Pressure within the gas sysUm is maintained by a compressor and
various pressure regulation valves..

43_ 'The functional quality of the gas is improved by the reduction of
moisturegkand sediment by'moisture and sediment-traps.

44. The rate of gas flow is measurqd by sharp edged orifices and indicated
on manometers.

45. Gas consumption is measured by the typical gas meter.

46. When digester gas systems are properly designed they operate safely
while controlling a steady pressure and removing sedimentation and.
moisture plus monitoring both gas flow and consumption.

47. Digester gas is not easily stored in a typical gas container due
to its corrosive and explostve nature. Therefore, any excess that
is produced is consumed via a waste gas burner.

487 To obtain optimum digestion from the digester, six factors must I*
controlled.

49. They are bacteria, food, loading, mixing, environmental conditions
and time.

50. The bacteria of major concern are the methane producers which are
strict anaerobes. To protect their enviroment, all air must be
prevented from entering the digester.

51. These organisms arevrather slow in the,ir digestion process; there-
fore; a ratio of 20 times more seed orlanisms than food is required.
That is, each day, only one lb. of food should be fed for each 20

/ lbs. of organisms in the digester. That is why it normally takes
20 days or more to complete digestion.

52. ,The food should be of high quality.

15
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53. To be bigh quality, the raw sludge should contain a low volume of

water. It should contain no toxic materials, and have a stable
pH. The rate and frequency of feed must be constant.

54. Loading refers to.both the food to organisms ratio and the hydraulic
.° loading.

55. the food to'organisms ratio for conventional operations will range
from 0.03 to 0.1 lbs. volatile solids per cubic foot of digester
sllidge. Hydraulic loa ing affects detention time. The detention
time must be long enou h to allow for complete digestion, which
ivy be 20 days or more

56. The food mast mix with the organisms. Mixing may be natural or
artifical. However, artifical mixing gives,the best results and
reduces dead spots.

57. As mentioned before, the environmental conditions must be strictly
anaerobic, dnd a ulatile acids to alkaline ratio of 0.25 ot below .

will maintain a'steady pH.

58. Digestion time is relative to temperature"and,controlled by loading.
That is, at 95-980 F. a detention time of 20-30 daysshould be main-
tained.

59. To contro) the digester, it is necessary to monitor regularly at
various points. Samples should be collected from raw sludge, digester,_
sludge, digested sludge, supernatant and gas. Digested sludge is
usually collected through special sampling holes called-thief holes.

60. One.or more of these thief holes are located on the roorof the
digester.

61. Samples collected from these points should be evaluated by laboratory
tests.. Test such as pH, percent of moisture, temperature, alkalinity,

,and volatile acids are among the Many required monitoring tests.

62. Raw sludge,"digesting sludge, digested sludge, and supernatant are
all checked for pH and temperature. These tests should be run and
compared at least daily.'

63. Sludge and gas flow are measured at all entrance and exit points on
the digester.

64. . To determine the efficiency of the digester, total solids, percent
moisture and volatile solids are r.un on the raw sludge and compared
with digesting and digested,sludge. These same tests are "cOnducted
on the supernatant to determine its quality and ultimate effect on
the other treatment processes.

65. The percent of CO2 in the digester gas as well as flame color indicates
gas quality and digester performance.. To determine the effect of
supernatant on the other treatment processes, both BOD and S.S. are
monitored.

16
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66. Tht'ultimate control tests for digester operations are volatile acids
and alkaliojty. This ratio indicates impending changes in the pH of
the digester and, thus, the health of the methane formers. A change
in VA/ATk ratios will indicate possible digester problems long before
a change in pH can be measured.

67. For best control, trend chaits of all parameters should be established
with 30 day moving averages,

68. To prevent accidentt with digesters, the following precautions should
be considered. Wear rubber soled shoes when walking on the rogf.
Never smoke around the digester vents. Relight the waste gas burner
with caution.

69. 'Fix gas leaks ASAP. Never enter a partially full or empty digester
without checking for oxygen depletion and explosive gases.

70.1 During this lesson, we,have seen that digestes are classifitd 3
ways:, by function, by roof design, and by operating temperature.
The mesophilic temperature classification is the most common. "-

. '

71. We learned that digester iemperature is controlled by.a heat exchanger
and that the sludge temperature must be controlled within 10 F/day.

72. We look at several types of mixers,and learned that mixing imprgves
digestion.

73. We previewed the basic components of the gas System and learned that
the system is designed to control the preSsure of the gas, remove
sediment and moisture, measure flow and consumption and protect the
digester from fire and explosion.

74. We saw that for proper operational control, the digester must be
monitored and special control tests run on tbe samples collected.

75. And, finally, we discussed some general safety,precautions that
should be considered whet] working in and around digesters.

A0-13 of 14 12/80
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AWROBIC DIGESTLON II

. WORKSHEET

1. Digestion maybe classified by function. On the list below, ,place
an "X" beside the three terms used to.describe these three functions:

a. digestipn

b. primary

"c. .solids reductio-n
0

d. conditioning

X e. secondary

f. gas production

. energy ,cost savings
1

gas producers

X pas holding

2. Find the correct namq for this digester in the above list and write

the correspondin6 letter in the following blank: B

3. Select tile propee name for the most common digester operating range.

X a. mesophilic

b. psychrophilic

c. esophillc

d. thermophilic°

e. none Of the above

4. Select the temperature range for the 'most QMMOQ digester/operating
4*

range.

a. 65-78° F

b. 79-95° F

)( c.. 95-980 F

d. 98-108° F

1°. none of the above
,

5. For a normally operatethanaerobic digester operating within the typical
temperature range, compleie sludge digestion should take place in:

a. 10-20 days

X b. 20-30 days

c. 30-35 days

d. .40-50 days

e. none of the above

19
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6. Using the pictures
design.

A. gas holding

below, identify each of the'digesters by roof

B. fixed

C. floating.

D. floating

20
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7. In order.to maintain an anaerobic digester in optimum condition, the
digester sludge temperature should not change more than
degrees F. per day.

a. 4'

b. 3

c. 2

X d. 1

e. none of the above
7

8. From the list below., select the three most common types of heat ex-
changers.

a. internal combustion engine

x b. direct gas flame

c. . low pressure

d. coil type

e. internal

f. draft tube

/ X g. external,

h. boiler

9. From the previous list, indicate-the type of heat exchanger that offers
the easiest maintenance. ,

10. The major purpose for mixing fs, to: (select'one)

X a. (pring food and microdrganisi*s into contact.

b. break up.the scum blanket

c. reduce energy requirements by circulating heated slucige.
(4

d. re1e.e gas from the sludge particles.

11. Match the list of gas handling equl,pment on the-left with the list of
. functions on the right. (An answer may be used more than once,)

_J
flame at.'Testers

E waste gas burner a. improve gas quality

B gas meter b. measure gas consumption

D heat sensitive valve c. measure gas flow

C sharp edged orifice d. safety

A moisture traps e. disposal of.exCess. gas

A s'ediment traps

. W-A0-3 of 5
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12. Typical volatile solids/ft.3 loadings for an anaerobic digester
might be:

a. 0.004 to 0.04 lbs./ft.3

b. 6.04,to 0.4 lbs./ft.3

X C. 0.03 to 0.1 lbs./ft.3

d. 0.03 to 1.0 lbs./ft.3

e. all of the above

13. Using the drawing above, match the items indicated witft the description.

A flame arrester

F waste gas burner

E g'as meter,

0 heat sensi'tive valve

B moisture and sediment traps

manometers

22
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14. The most common.volatile acids to alkalinity ratio for .an anaerobic
diges,ter would be:

> 0.25

b. > 150

C. 0.4

X d. < 0.25

6. < 0.4-
..

.

15. Using the diagram below, indicate what material is being sampled at
each point.

A,Ik

.

D . supernatant

A raw sludge

C digesting sludge

B gas

E digefted sludge

.4,...

..

/

r

1.i

23
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ANAEROBIC DIGESTION II

Objectives

Upon completion of this lesson the student should-be able to

do the following:

1. ,Recall the three digester cliAifications by function.

2. State which digester performs the majority of digestion.

3. Identify digesters by roof design.

4: Recall the name Of the most common digestive operating range.

5. State the temperature range for Ole mesophilic teMperature rabge.

6. State the normal digestion time for the mesophilic range.

7. Recall the maximum temperature variation allowed for a properly
operated anaerobic digester.

8. State the-three types.of heat exchanges.

9. Reca.11 rhich tyipbof heat exchanger is the easiest to maintain.

10. Describe the purpose of mixing.

11. Identify basic gas components.

12. Describe the function of the gas'aponents.
-\

13. Recall the typical volatile solid/ft.3 lbading.

14. Recall a typical volatile acid/alkalinity ratio.

15. Identify the five sample points on an anaerobic digesIter.

fr
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:ANAEROBIC DIGESTION II

GLOSSARY

Manometer - An instrument for measuring pressure; usually it consists
of a U-shaped tube containing a liquid, the surface of whith in'
one end of the tube moves proportionally with changes in pressure
on the liquid in the other end. The term is also applied to 4
tube type of differential pressure gage.

Mesophilic'digestion - Digestion by biological action at or below 113
degrees Fahrenheit.

Orifice - An opening in a pldte, wall, or partition. In a trickling
filter distributor the wastewater passes through,An orifice to
the surface of the filtermedia. An orifice flange set in a pipe
consists of a slot or hole smaller thari the pipe diameter. The
difference in pressure in the pipe aboVe and below the Orifice
may be related to floW in the pipe.

Psychrophilic digestion - Digestion by biological action at or above
68 degrees Fahrenheit.

Thermophilic aigestion - Digestion by btological action at or above
. .

113 degrees Fahrenheit.

Thief hole - A digester sampling well.

29
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MIXER TYPES

GAS SYSTEM COMPONENTS
* safety devices
* operations

OPERATIONAL CONTROL
* 6 factors4

* test points
* typical tests

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

Crassification by Function

pnmary secondary
haing

Digester Classification
e(

Anaerobic Digestion - Part II of a NO-part

wies on the basic theory and operation of

anaerobic digesters. The two,parts should be

'viewed consbcutively. :

This program was written by Mr. E. E. "Skeet"

Arasmith. The instructional development was

done by Priscilla Hardin.- Paul Klopping was

the-project manager.

During this lesson, we will deal with the

clasSification of digesters by function, roof,

design and temperature, the effects of sludge

temperature and ways-to control that tempera-
.

ture.

We will discuss mixer types, the gas sysieM

components, specifically the safety devices,

and the overall system.operation. We will

arso discuss six factors thai effect oper-

ational control, common test point and ,

typical test and finally there will be an

overview of safety considerations.

Digesters may be classified by functidn as to

primary, secondary or gaspholding.

Primary digesters are the Anits that first

receive the sludge - it is here that the

majority of the digestion takes place.

'30
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Classification by Roof Design

floatmg4ed

FIXED ROOF DESIGN

gas
holding

Secondary digesters.receive digested sludge

from the primary digester. They serve es-
«

sentially'as sludge and gas storage areas.

The third-function Mic'h a digester may

provide is that of gas holding. Gas holding

digesters usually would follow secondary

digesters add collect gas from both primary

and secondary digesters. Having multiple

digesters provides an operational flexibility,

especially during start up and digester upset.

Primary and secondary didesters may be further

classified by roof design as to fixed or

floating roof. The gas holder is a type of

floating roof.

..94.Ta-k4Am With the fixed roof design, gas is stored in the .

upper portion of the tank. Gas pressure in the

tank is controlled by gas dawhoff rate and

liquid level.

On the other hand, with the floating roof

design, the roof floats on the sludge.(1.1 With

this design, the gas must be drawn'off as it

is produced. There is very little gas storage

area.

FLOATING ROOF DESIGN
\

Primary digesters are usually the fixed roof,

.type, and secondary digesters are usually the'

floating,roof design.

The floating roof allows for unsteady sludge

draw off rates so that disposal may be periodic'

ratherthan constant. To prevent the.roOf from

falling to the bottom of,the digester, steel or

concrete corbels project from the wall of the

digester.

31
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GAS- HOLDING ROOF t4

II

Classification by Temperature

psychrophilic mesoPlasc thermophSe

Digesters that serve the third function - gas

holding require a spe.cial roof design. The

roof of this type of digester floats high

above the sludge ant is totally supported by

the gas pressure in the digester. Since gas

pressure holds up the roof, -1.s position is

controlled by rates of gas produced and gas

or sludge draw off.

Besides classifying digesters as to-function

and roof, design, they may 'be classified by the

operating temperature of the digesting sludge.

There are three typical temperature ranges:

psychrophilic, mesophilic, and thermophilic,

the most common of which'is the mesophilic.

The length of time required for digestion to

come to completion is a function of the'

temperature range. Operating within the

mesophilic rahge at 95-9B0F will normally

complete digestion in 20-30 days.

DIGESTION TIMES AND RANGES

PsythrophiliC
-

Mesophilic

Thermophilic

3 2
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5 00-68°50-1 80 days:

5-50 days 68°-11 3°
20-30 days 95°-98P
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Boilers and Heat Exchangers

This temperature should not vary,more than 10F

per day. To maintain this temperature,:a

boiler and heat exchanger of some type are

necesgary.

The boiler is usually of the low pressure type

(less than 306 psi) and fired by the methane

in the di9ester gas. Using the digester gas

to fire the boiler reduces overall energy

requirements and makes the anaerobic,digestion

process an energy producer rather than a

consumer.

Besides having the digester,gas available,

an alternative energy source iuch as natural

gas is usuallY required fOr start up and as

back up at times of digester upset. During

these incidents, the quality of the gas will

deteriorate to the point that proper tempera-

ture can no longer be maintained.

Along with the boiler, there must be a heat

exchanger. There are three basic types:

internal, direct gas and external.

Internal 'heat excilangers 'are usually the hot

water type and consist of a et of internal

coils through which the hot ter passes.

Internal heat exchangers are ifficult to

maintain and require.efficient mixin9 to

preilent stratification of the sludge.

Another type of internal heat exchanger is tfie

steam injection type - with t4is style of

heat exchange, live steam is bubbled through

the digesting sludge both heating:and mixing.

This type of heating adds extra water to the

33
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Direct Gas System'

Compressor &
Carburetor

External Heat Exchanger

External Heat Exchanger System
Temperature

To Digester

-

Hot
Water
Pump

Temp.Control_

From
Digester

Recirculating
Pump

sludge. Fullher more it requires special

chemical treatment of theltboiler make up water 0

and continous maintenance of check valves to

prevent back flow of sludge into the boiler.

Direct gas systems consist of an open flame

containe0 in a hollow tube below the sludge

surface. This type of heat exchanger both

heats and mixes.

,This type of system of:WS an obvious safety

problem; that is, if the methane within the

digester is ignited by the open flame, a

violent'explosion will occur.

External heat exchangers are much easier to

maintain than either internal or'direct

flame and are, therefore, more common. .So,

let's look at the process when one of the

many external heat exchangers is used.

Hot water from the boiler is passed through

a set of tubes within the heat exchanger.

Partially digested sludge is mixed with raw

sludge by the sludge recirculatioh pump and

then circulated through the spaces between

the hot water tubes and then to the dlgester.

At

The mixing of partially digested sludge with

raw sludge improves heat transfer'efficiency.

The recirculation pump helpS with Mixing.

To maintain he heat exchanger efficiently

From the tubes must'be cleaned on a regular schedule.
aarifier

Raw gludge
Amp Controlling the temperature of.the sludge and

the'overall energy efficiency ofthe system

is dependent upon the B.T.U. vilue of ;the gas



WED

95'

UPSET !

Controller

Control
Valve

.0.44,11

Injectors

INTERNAL FIXED MIXERS

nd the efficiency of the boiler and heat

exchanger. The efficiency.is also affected,

by the temperature and feed rate ofithe re-
.

circulating digested sludge.
_

Remember, the temperature_mustnot vary more

than 1°F per day. Fluctuafions of greater than

one degree/day, even tthough within acceptable

temperature ranges, will cause digester upset. .

Mixing Systems

As has been mentioned before, the digestion of

raw sludge,cannot take place unless the

microorganisms within the'digester can come

in contact with the volatile solids within the

sludge.

This contact is enhanced by continual mixing

of the digesting sludge. Several methods of

mix are used. They include:

Compressing the gas that is produced and

forcing it back through the digesting sludge,

or one of seVeral types of mechanical mixers,.

or a combination of mechanical mixers and

pumps, such as the heat exchanger recirculal

tion pumps.

'Z.bvP

Gas System

As has been Mentioned previouslY, one of the

majdn by-products of the anaerobic digestion

. process is the production of digester gas,
41..

mostly methane.

35

Because of the explosive nature.of the gas,

special equipment isrequired for safe

handling. This is true regardless of the major

use of,the gas.
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FLAME ARRESTOR .

.411!L

MD,

Flame arrestor

HEAT SENSITIVE VAL:VE

FLAM E
T KA

PAZ Mx 1146/1.1.

To_preve!nt flash fi-req in the digester, flate

arrestors are installed on the top of the

. -digei.ter ds well as on all other gas linle .

exit points.' Heat sensitive valves are in-

stalled at various points inithe.gas system

to help prevent explosion that could.result

from a fire within the gas, system.

Heat sensitive valve

41..

Pressure re6ulating
valve

Moisture and sedimen
traps .

Manometer

36
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PRESSURE REGULATOR

OPERATIONAL CONTROL

*bacteria

*food

*loading
*mixing
*environmental_

conditions

*time

Pressure within the gas system is maintained

b'y a compressor and various-pressure regulation

valves.

The functional quality of the,gas is improved

by the reduction of moisture and sediment by

moisture and sediment traps..

The rate,of gas flow is measured by sharp edged

orifices and indicated on manometers.

Gas consumption is measured by a typickl\ gas

meter.

When digester gas systems are properly designed

they operate safely whilecontrolling a steady

pressure and removing sedimentation and mois-

ture,plus monitoring both gas flow and con-

sumption.

Digester gas is n t easily stored in a typical

gas container due to its corrosive and ex-

plosive nature. Therefore, any excesS that is

produced is consumed via a waste gas burner.

To obtain optimum digestion from the digester,

six factors Must be controlled.

They are bacteria, food, loading, mixing, en-
,

vironmental conditions and time.

The bacteria Of major concern are the methane

producers which are strict anaerobes. To

protect their environment, all air must be

prevented from entering the digester.

These organisms are rather slow in their

digestion process; therefore, a ratio of 20'

times more seed organisms than food is required,.

That is, each day, only one lb. of food shoUld

37s-AO-11 of 16 12/80



be fed for each 20,1bs. of organisms in .the

dibester; That is why it norMally takes 20

diys inefreld -dompl ete-

The food should be of high quality.

To bp high quality, the raw sludge should4

,contain a low volume of water. It should

contajn no toxic materials and have a

stable pH. 'The rate and frequency of feed

muit be constant,

Food 403-01111VS

Organisms 't

Hydraulic 1.4**191

highbed/Ocit

low 'GOV

4 Loading refers to both the food to organisms

ratio and the hydraulic loading.

The food to, organisms ratio for conventional

operations will range from 0.03 to 0.1 lbs.

of volitile solids per cUbic foot of digester

sludge. Hydraulic toading affects detention

time. The detention time must be long enough 411

to allow for complete digestion, which may

be'20 days r more.

The food must mix with the or ganis- m . Mixing

may, be natural oroartifiCal. .However, artifical

mixing lives the' best results and reduces dead

slagts.

As mentioned before, the environmental conditions

must'be strictly anaerobic and a VA to Alk "ratio

, of 0.25 or below will maintain a .steady pH.

The pH should be maintained between 68-7.2.

The volatile acid should be in the 507300

mg/1 range and the alkalinity should be main-,

talned in the 3000-6000 mg/1 range. For best

results, a VA to Alk ratio of 0:25 or below

will maintain a steady pH.

38
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EFFECT OF TEMPERATU E
ON DIGESTION TIME

Temperature Digest on
(Deg. F.) Time Days)

59 67 8

46 6

77 3 5
86 3 3
95 2 7

104 7

113 144

122 8.9

140 , 2 6

THIEF HOLE

0

0
4

Digestion time is relative to temperature and

controlled by loading - that is at 95-980F .a

detention time of 20-30 days should be main-

tained.

Sam ling and Testin

To con rol the digester, it is necessary to

mQ.pitor regularly at various points. Samples

sho ld be collected from raw sludge, digester

sludge, Aigested sludge, supernatant end gas.

Digested sludge is usually collected through

special sampling holes called4hief holes.

,Samples collected from these points should be

evaluated by laboratory tests. Tests such as

pH, % of moisture, temperature, alkalinity,

and volatile acids are among 'hse. many required

monitoring tests.

Raw sewage, digesting sludge, digested sludge

and supernatant are-a11 checked for pH and
1

temperature. These tests should be run and

compared at least daily.

Sludge and gas flow are measured at all entrance

and exit points on the,digester.

To determine the efficiency of the digester,

total solids, % of moisture and volatile

solids are run on the raw sludge and compared

with digesting and digested sluage. These

same tests are conducted on the supernatant to

determine its quality.arid ultimate effect on

thq ottier, treatwt processes.

39
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The Percent of CO2 in the digester gas as well

as flame-color indicate gas quality and dibeste
1

performance. To determine the effect of super-

- natant on the other treatment processes, both

BOD and S.S. are Monitored.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS--

light waste gas
/MEM burners carefully

ez

fix gas leaks
fast

checklor gases before
entering digester

The ul.timate control test'for digester opera-
.

dons are volatile acids and alkalinity. This

ratio indicates impending changes in the pH

of the digesterand, thus, th'e health of the

methane formers. A iVnge in_VA/Alk ratios,_

will indicate possible digester problems long

before a change in pH can be measured.

For best control trend charts of all parameters

. should be established with 30 day moving

averages.

,Safety

To prevent accidents with digesters, the .

following precautions shouldbe considered.
r'

Wear rubber soled shoes when walking on the

roof, never Smoke around the digester vents,

relight the waste gag burner with caution.

Fix gas leaks ASAP. NeVerenter a partially

_full or emptY digester Without checkingrfor

oXygen'depletion'ahkd explosive gases.

During this lesson, we have seen that digesters

are classified three ways: IT function, -by

:roof design, ahd by operating temperature.

The mesophilic.temperatu4 classificatien is

\the most-commoh.

S-A 14 of 16
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We learned that'digetter temperature is

controlled by a heat exchanger and that the

sludge temperature must be controlled within

10F/day.

We looked at several types of mixers and learned

that mixing improves digest-km.

We prevjewed the basic components of the ga's

system and learned that the system is designed

to. control.the pressure bf the gas,'remove .

sediment and moisture, Measure flow'and con-

sumption and protect the digesoter from fire

and explosidn.

We saw that for proper 00erational control, the

digester mugt be monitored and special control 40,

tegts run on the collected samples.

And, fiany, we discusses; some general,safety

precautions that should be considered when

working in and around digesters.

--
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ANAEROBIC DIGESTiON II

WORKSHEET

1. Digestion may be classified by function. On the list below, place
an "X" beside the three terms used to describe these three functions:

a. digestion

b. primary

c. solids reduction

d. conditioning

e. *secondary

f. gas production

g. energy cost savings

h. gas producers

i. gas hofding

cs:

2. Find the correct nee for this digester in the above list and write

the corresponding letter in the following blank:

3. Select the proper name for the most common digester operating range.

a. mesophilic

b. psychrophilic

c. esophilic .

d, thermophilic

e. none of the above

4. Select the temperature range for the most common digester operating
range. -

a. 65-78° F

b.. 79-95° F

c. 95-980 F

d. 98-108° F

e: none of the above,

5. For a normally operated anaerobic digester operating within the typical
temperature range, complete sludgadigestion should take place in:

a. 10-20 days

b. 20-30 days,

c. 3,0-35 days

d. 40-50 daYs ,

e. none of the Above

SW-AO-1 of 5
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7. In order to maintain an anaerobic digester in optimum condition, the
digester sludge temperature should not change more than
degrees per day.

a. 4

b. 3

c. 2

d. 1

e. none of the above

From the list below, select the three most common types of heat ex-
changers.

a'. internal combustion engine

b. direct gas flame

c. low pressure

d. coil type

e. internal

f. draft tube

g. external

h. boiler

9. From the previous list, indicate the type of heat exchanger that offers
the easiest maintenance.

10. The major purpose for mixing is to: (select one)

bring food and microorganisms into contact.

b. break up the scum blanket

c. reduce energy requirements by circulating heated sludge.

d. release gas from the sludge particles.

11. Match the list of gas handling equipment on the left with the list of
functions on the right. (An answer may be used more than once.)

flame arresters

waste gas burner a. improve gas quality

gas meter b. measure gas consumption

heat sensitive valve c. measure gas flow

sharp edged orifice . d. safety

moisture traps e. disposal'of excess gas

sedimenftraps

45
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12. Typical volatile sOlidS4/ft.3 lOadings for an anaerobic digester
might be:

a. 0.004 td 0.04 lbs./ft.3

b. 0.04 to 0.4 lbs./ft.3

c. 0.03 to 0.1 lbs./ft.3

d. 0.03 to 1.0 lbs./ft.3

e. all of the above

13. Using the drawing above, match the items indicated with the description.

flame arrester

waste gas burner

gas meter

heat sensitive valve

moisture and sediment traps

manometers

SW=A0-4.of 5 .12/80



14. The most common volatile acids to alkalinity ratio for an anaerobic
digester would be:

a. > 0.25

b. > 150

C. 0.4

d. <,0.25

e. < 0.4

, 15. Using th-e diagram below, indicate what material is being sampled at
each point.

supernatant

row sludge

digegling sludge

gas

digested sludge

B\
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